Hau Vola(lity Weekly Analysis
Weekly Analysis- July 5th
SPX and Macro
A"er Thursday’s close on the short week, we saw net gamma exposure jump 22-fold to close at ~$382M per 1point move. This is certainly a signiﬁcant jump and was due to extremely opHmisHc call buying in SPX. Vanilla
assumpHons assume all calls are sold to dealers, so we believe this gamma reading is ar(ﬁcially high. Net
gamma exposure is far closer $100M by rough esHmates. Again, as a ﬁnal plug, our SPX and QQQ data harvests
are almost complete and you all should expect those securiHes to be added to daily PDFs, tentaHvely, next
week.
Spot VIX remains elevated and July futures are currently trading around 28.4. With SPX approaching a call
‘wall’ of gamma (albeit not as high as vanilla metrics but with signiﬁcant open interest a wall nonetheless)
starHng at 3150, it may be Hme to look to capture near-dated premiums as they will rapidly come down given a
move past 3150 and a higher net gamma reading. Furthermore, lackluster contango on VIX futures from July
through September conﬁrm that near dated volaHlity is rich for the taking at li[le risk towards not looking
further. With ES already opening green, we anHcipate a move to this large gamma call wall happening sooner
than later, and traders should look to act quickly to reap the rewards of catching this long gamma early.
Note that all of the opHmisHc call buying has actually pushed SPX skew further bullish. This trend is extremely
rare and shows opHmism bursHng through SPX. There are a million ways to short volaHlity and while we are
traders at heart our skills are in data- so we won’t tell you arHsts how to paint- but we will say that call
premiums are extremely rich. We like looking, based on this long gamma trade, at Friday’s expiraHon (most
liquidity) and to sell for moves less than 1.5%, capturing exponenHal theta and reducing our short delta risk
through oﬀse`ng short puts.

25 delta implied vola/lity put - call: SKEW
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AAPL
It seems traders Friday began to get a li[le ‘less’ opHmisHc on AAPL than we had seen.

We saw TONS of traders buying back their short 370 calls and began to look to see how they were being
‘rolled’ to the next expiraHon.
It would appear emoHons are certainly more ‘mixed’ than say, last week, when 365 and 370 calls were being
bought consistently and in unison. Now, we are starHng to see some red on 370 and 380 for Friday.
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Furthermore, ATM and OTM calls both saw large jumps in the % of volume that was sold to dealers.

This could be playing into the macro theme we have been seeing, and would like to join - capturing short term
volaHlity premiums, or maybe it was to adjust for risk over a long weekend. It could also be a shi" in view that
AAPL has run out of steam. We aren’t exactly sure, nor is anyone, and will want to watch this one closely.
The important conclusion? Dealers are being given loads of long gamma on the high end of AAPL. All of the
ATM and OTM calls being sold to the dealers has in turn given them long delta exposure that they’d like to
balance out by 1- shorHng AAPL or 2- ge`ng long AAPL puts. Since everyone is selling calls on AAPL, it’ll be
hard for them to balance out their long delta by being able to short gamma on calls, hence why the only
moHves for dealers as of now is either 1 or 2 above.
We’d like to think there will be considerable resHng sell orders just OTM on AAPL that may hold things in place
(or at least puts on a ceiling) later this week IF call selling conHnues. Watch the OTM and ATM call levels Mon Wed to see what traders are be`ng on for this week. If there’s enough call selling at 370 and at 380, AAPL will
face a ceiling here. It would be best to NOT sell near dated OTM calls at the ceiling, rather wait for a move
close to it to sell ATM volaHlity. However, it’s early in the game.
BAC
Let’s take a look now at Bank of America, which remains interesting going forward after what can only be
described as a thriller of a week (for us gamma-heads at least, for everyone else it was a worthy of a long
yawn).
We said on Wednesday that we expected a pop in notional gamma following OPEX, and that’s what we got,
albeit not as impressive as desired. Notional gamma now rests near zero in aggregate ~ the result of
oﬀsetting depositions along the price axis. However, these oﬀsetting values are far from “0” and it is in
situations like these that the strike-by-strike accounting of the metric which we’ve endeavored to provide is
absolutely indispensable.
To open up this week, large, positive lots of gamma are still set up just below, and just a little bit further above
the spot price. But unlike last week, almost all of the material sitting on the 22.5 mark is near dated (the giant
red pillar should mark that pretty clearly for you.). That means that our “gamma floor” will grow in both size
and strength as we approach July 10th OPEX - and quite significantly so.
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The 24.5 call wall positioned up north remains stable as well, despite the dubious 25.0 contract lined up
behind it.
If this structure endures, we may see a repeat of last week’s deleterious eﬀects on realized volatility. It’s pretty
clear at this point that we are in a “gamma trap” between 22.5 and 24.5. Long butterflies on 23/23.5/24
strikes can be purchased now for $14.00 a pop with close to a 3:1 payoﬀ ratio should the price settle around
23.5. We like those odds, given where we are currently at.
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TSLA
On Wednesday, we marveled over a mature gamma structure in a new part of town (specifically the 1100
territory), and noted the major negative gamma lots were all upfield, lending their extra “oomph” to the bulls.
The rally we observed on Friday was the encore to Wednesday’s Facebook spike ~ moving cleanly and
rapidly through and between the major negative gamma depositions as expected.

The new lineup is bit more ambiguous. The ATM strike is predictably weightier, but we are observing
comparable deposits both upfield and downfield of the 1200 level. As is becoming routine, we prefer to take
a step back and let this one play out a bit as TSLA settles into a new mini-cycle.

What sort of mini-cycle? You will recall our little observational report about the cyclic nature of the TSLA
pattern ~ the waxing and waning of gamma’s aggregate magnitude and the opportunities it brings. If you
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need a refresher or don’t know what we’re on about, read our short client document on “Idiosyncratic Gamma
Cycles” in our archives.
We’re waiting for something of which to speak to materialize ~ we imagine the 1100-1200 or 1200-1300
zones are equally prime candidates at this point. If you look at the current gamma map above, you’ll see
something somewhat similar beginning to form in the 1200-1300 region, but a competitive regime is
mustering to the downside as well. We’d like to see either, (or hey, both) ossify into something a bit more
repetitive and predictable - like what we witnessed before.
Once such a thing comes to fruition, we may be able to position ourselves in accordance with the gamma
structure as the price oscillates around, lending credence to to bulls one day and bears the next.
MSFT
It is worth briefly mentioning MSFT’s negative development of aggregate gamma and growing deposits north
of the ATM territory. This is a trend we are going to keep an eye on. MSFT’s aggregate exposure per point is
clocking in at ~ 264,000 shares to open, or 1.5% of average daily volume per 1% move.

If we peer through the individual trade files, we can see a lot of buying activity taking place on the 210 and
212.5 strikes on the 10 and 17 Jul expirations ~ feeding negative exposures in the area just north of the spot
price.
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We’d like to keep an eye on growing negatives to the upside. If we take a look at them now, we can see that
there are some down-bars just ahead of where we are at, and a massive deposition at the 220.0 level. We’re
a little wary of the space to the downside, however, where the majority-gamma 200 contract is lying in wait.
We’d like to see something a little more concrete in terms of position, and it is hard to say whether this will be
the week we are graced with such a fine opportunity or not.
MSFT has been of great interest to us here at Hau for a while. We’ve long considered it a proxy for
assumption-conducive GEX modeling on individual equities, and if you’ve been a follower of ours on Twitter
for some time, you might remember our inquisitive and preliminary commentary on whether or not existing
prescriptions could be translated or adapted for use on Microsoft (and potentially others by implication).
There are some vestigial scatter plots of assumption-based MSFT historical modeling lying around in the Hau
ecosystem somewhere, and indeed, our “vanillamometer” built into the old “HauWare" application is
registering a MSFT GEX of + $142M in aggregate. Obviously, this is incorrect. There’s far too much green
(both in frequency and size) printing in our contract-level graphs than can be vindicated by an assumption like
“all calls are sold.”
Our “true” accounting of aggregate notional exposure currently sits at -$54,000,000 - a far cry away from the
presumed figure. We’ll be watching this closely in the coming months to see if a return to general normalcy
(please, let there be some return to general normalcy in the coming months) is accompanied by more call
selling and put buying and thus more concordant with general assumptions.
Not that it particularly matters for us (or you). The rigorous trade-by-trade accounting is the way to go, and
we’re keeping the machine well-oiled and firing on all eight cylinders.
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FB
Facebook shed a portion of its mid-week gains Friday almost on cue, having reached the end of it’s rope in
terms of lurking gamma deposits. Sliding back to 233.7, the decline was accompanied by significant, let’s
say it one more time, significant oﬄoading of OTM calls and the purchase of OTM puts. ITM call buying took
a similar plunge.

In particular, the 10 July 240 Calls were oﬄoaded with prejudice…. So much so that this week’s opening
gamma by-strike chart is net positive in the red (near dated expiry).

While it certainly does seem as though short term sentiment has turned against FB’s comeback, the
aforementioned gamma-disposition isn’t giving us too much to work with at the moment. We like gamma
“ramps” that feature a spot price on one end or the other. (Like what we got mid-late last week on FB and
TSLA.). Right now however, we’re sitting right on top of most of it on FB. It appears as though we may be
pre-disposed to build a bias toward the bulls, but it is far too soon to tell.
See you Wednesday,
HV
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